APPENDIX 5

Applecore Core Descriptions
(select to view individual core data)

Petrel Robertson Consulting Ltd.
Exploration Assessment of Tight Gas Plays, NEBC

Core Logs

Core Log #1
Core Log #2
Core Log #3
Core Log #4
Core Log #5
Core Log #6
Core Log #7
Core Log #8
Core Log #9
Core Log #10
Core Log #11
Core Log #12
Core Log #13
Core Log #14
Core Log #15
Core Log #16
Core Log #17

Imperial Uno-Tex Windsor
a-3-B / 93-P-1

Remarks: CARDIUM FORMATION
Core #1: 921 - 933.2 (Rec. 10.7 m)
Core #2: 933.2 - 951.2 (Rec. 17.4 m)

CORE LOG #1

4" core, slabbed
Core #1 not logged - All non-marine siltstones and mudstones, like top of Core #2

GRAIN SIZE

v c mf v
30

934

0 0.2

cobble
pebble
granule
sand
silt
clay

2000

Rubbled silty mudstone and muddy siltstone
Base rubbled, but abrupt
Muddy wisps and partings in top 10 cm; rooted and carbonaceous
Irregular mud lenses and wavy beds; decreasing to base

936
Scattered Macaronichnus

938

940

942

944

946

948

950

More heterogeneous to base - mud and carbonaceous partings,
poorer sorting - some finer sands, granule lenses
Sharp loaded base

Homogeneous; swaley cross-stratified, well laminated
More argillaceous, minor sideritic intervals, scattered mud chip
horizons to base

Suncor Bougie

a-85-A / 94-G-15

Remarks: SIKANNI FORMATION
Core #1: 773 - 791.2 (Rec. 18.2 m)

CORE LOG #2

3.5" core, slabbed

GRAIN SIZE

v c mf v
30

774

0 0.2

cobble
pebble
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silt
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2000

Vf lithic sst lenses and pinstripes, rippled
A few load casts; minor graded bedding; scattered small burrows

776

778

780

Base fairly abrupt, but no distinct surface

Sandier-upward succession
Pervasive biogenic overprint, but doesn't obscure wavy bedding;
mud beds gen < 3mm

782

784

786

788

790

CanHunter Noel
b-24-A / 93-P-7

Remarks: CADOTTE MEMBER
Conglomeratic Shoreface
(High-quality reservoir)

CORE LOG #3

Core #1: 2049 - 2067 (Rec. 15.85 m)

4" core, slabbed

GRAIN SIZE
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2000

Argill silt grading down to silty mud, low lithic contrast

2050
Carbonaceous, rooted in upr 50 cm

2052

2054

2056

Interbedded med-coarse sst and granule conglomerate; grain size
variations highlight low angle bedding
Sorting variable; some visible porosity, but some plugged by white
clays

Moderate sorting, bed by bed; good visible porosity

Poorer sorting, larger clasts; porosity more variable - some occluded
by sst matrix and white clay

Poorer sorting - more pervasive sst matrix limits porosity/perm

2058

2060

2062

Med-coarse sst; trough cross-beds highlighted by variable pebble
content
Poor porosity/perm - surfaces have glassy appearance

Burrowed heterolithic intervals (to 15 cm) and hummocky
cross-stratified ssts
Floating pebbles
Swaley cross-stratified, homogeneous, well-laminated

2064

CanHunter et al Jackpine
c-14-F / 93-P-7

Remarks: CADOTTE MEMBER
Sandy Shoreface
(Poor reservoir quality)

CORE LOG #4

Core #1: 1846 - 1864 (Rec. 17.66 m)

4" core, slabbed

GRAIN SIZE
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2000

Siltstone with muddy beds, grading down to argillaceous coal

1848

1850

1852

Moderately sorted, lithic; silica and clay reduce porosity/perm

Pervasive Macaronichnus traces
Reservoir quality as above

V coarse sst and granule-rich beds; pervasive finer sst occludes
interpebble porosity

Less sorted; finer sst occludes porosity in pebble-supported beds

1854

Like 1851.3-53 interval
More heterogeneous in basal 50 cm; scoured base?

1856
Heterogeneous; laminated sst, as below, with
argillaceous/carbonaceous intervals to 10cm; floating pebbles
Sharp contacts, minor loading

1858

1860

1862

Esso Windsor
b-2-H / 93-P-1

Remarks: SPIRIT RIVER FM / FALHER MEMBER
Conglomeratic Shoreface
(High-quality reservoir)

CORE LOG #5

Core #1: 2182.7 - 2183.8 (Rec. 0.6 m)
Core #2: 2184.4 - 2202.6 (Rec. 18.2 m)
Core #3: 2202.6 - 2220.8 (Rec. 18.2 m)
4" core, slabbed

GRAIN SIZE
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2000

2184
Swaley cross-stratified, well laminated, somewhat argillaceous
Scattered pebble horizons

2186

2188

2190

2192

2194

2196

12 cm conglomeratic
C sst / granule / small pebble horizons

2198

2200

Med. grey mudstone grading down to argill. coal

Moderately sorted; good intergranular porosity reduced by qtz
overgrowths and carbonaceous material
Poorly-sorted, abund. coarser grains; grain size variations hilight
low-angle crossbedding

2202

2204

Granule conglomerate with small pebbles
Pervasive sst matrix limits porosity/perm; white clays also plug
some pore throats
Poorly-sorted, less bedded than conglomerate above
Rel. little open framework porosity visible

2206
Moderately sorted, low-angle laminated
Poorly-sorted, sandy matrix

2208

Well-laminated
Poorly-sorted; sst matrix controls porosity/perm
Base rubbled; looks sharp
Homogeneous, well-laminated; more argillaceous to base

2210

2212

2214

2216

2218

Abund. floating pebbles (to 2 cm)

CanHunter Union Kelly
b-28-G / 93-P-1

Remarks: SPIRIT RIVER FM / FALHER MEMBER
Sandy Shoreface
(Poor-quality reservoir)

CORE LOG #6

Core #1: 2332 - 2338.25 (Rec. 6.5)
Core #2: 2338.25 - 2352 (Rec. 13.57)
4" core, slabbed

GRAIN SIZE
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200
0

Poorly-sorted overall; some better sorting bed-by-bed
Silica cementation of sst matrix occludes porosity

2334

Abund. granules; grain size variations highlight bedding
Lacks bedding and imbrication; matrix- and
pebble-supported

2336

Conglomerate beds poorly-sorted, matrix and pebble
support; sharp contacts
Sst beds well-laminated, med-coarse with abund.
coarser grains
Some finer intervals, cemented tight by silica

2338

2340
Swaley cross-stratified, homogeneous, well-laminated

2342
Heterolithic interval, 10 cm

2344

2346

2348

2350

Anderson Pickell
c-61-J / 94-H-3

Remarks: SPIRIT RIVER FM / NOTIKEWIN MEMBER
Northern Delta / Shoreface
Core #1: 884 - 902 (Rec. 17.95 m)

CORE LOG #7

Clean, unslabbed

GRAIN SIZE
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1000
Heavily burrowed - original heterolithic bedding obscured
Vertical burrows evident - Arenicolites, Skolithos

886

Sst beds retain wavy/lenticular character; less intensely burrowed
- sharply bounded, 1-3 cm thick
Like 884 - 885.8 interval, heavily bioturbed

888

Relatively pure shale in middle; grades to bioturbated sst/shale above
and
below
Heavily burrowed, but some sand lenses preserved
Well-developed vertical traces - esp. Diplocraterion
More sand rich to base

890

Sandstone, like below, interbedded with heterolithic sst/shale, as
above
Heterolithic intervals have common large Diplocraterion burrows
- possible Glossifungites surfaces?
Lithic, greenish cast, but clean, with good ¯/K
Bedding highlighted by abundant thin flat mud clasts along bedding
planes
Base at top of interbedded shales

892

894

896

898

900

902

Heterolithic intervals up to 5 cm thick, sharply bounded
- contorted bedding, load casts
Sands tighter - some beds calcite cemented
Grades to unit below - base picked at bottom of lowest undisturbed
sand bed

Heavily burrowed; lacks well-defined vertical traces present above the
main sand body

Discrete, sharply bounded sand lenses; some loaded into underlying
shales
Well-developed fine ripple laminae preserved within some lenses
Bioturbation sporadically developed - significant fine lamination
preserved within shaly intervals

CanHunter Noel
Remarks: BLUESKY FORMATION
Basal Unit
Core #1: 2377.2 - 2381.8 (Rec. 4.55 m)
Core #2: 2381.8 - 2393 (Rec. 10.7 m)

d-73-D / 93-P8

CORE LOG #8

4" core, unslabbed, fairly clean

GRAIN SIZE

v c mf v
30
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200

Siltstone lenses and pinstripes in carbonaceous mudstone
Minor loading/deformation; little bioturbation

2380
Coaly mudstone grading down to argillaceous coal

2382

2384

2386

Coarsening-upward, with abund. floating granules and small pebbles
Poor porosity/perm - silica cementation, incr. calcite to base

Escape traces; a few other unclear vertical ichnofauna

Swaley cross-stratified, homogeneous, calcareous

Scour surface with pebble and mud clast lag

2388

2390
Thin mud beds to base

2392

Rippled; abund. coaly flasers and partings

CanHunter et al Noel
b-18-E / 93-P-8

Remarks: BLUESKY FORMATION
Basal Unit
Core #3: 2388 - 2406.2 (Rec. 17.8 m)

CORE LOG #9

4" core, slabbed

GRAIN SIZE
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30
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20
0

2392

2394

Stacked fining-upward successions, scour-based
Lithic, calc. tight med. sst fining up to muddy fine sst
Abund. mud clasts, up to core diameter, grading up to rippled finer
sst in upper 35 cm

2396
Subtle fining-upward, low-angle trough cross-sets
Scattered thin flat mud chips

2398
Base at a box end - abrupt; small pebbles float in bsl 3 cm

2400

2402

2404

Swaley cross-stratified, homogeneous

CanHunter Town
c-89-G / 94-B-16

Remarks: BLUESKY FORMATION
Buick Creek Valley Fill

CORE LOG #10

Core #1: 1322 - 1328.5 (Rec. 6.3 m)
Core #2: 1328.5 - 1342 (Rec. 13.2 m)

GRAIN SIZE
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2000

BLUESKY; Transgressive
Chert, quartz, and lithic fragments mm to cm in size; fine
grained matrix.
1324

Few pseudostylolites; no particular grain size trends - upper
fine- to lower medium-grained sst; variably carbonaceous;
patchy calcite cement in the lower half

1326

1328

Very similar to above; dm-sized vertical open fractures;
irregular patches of calcite cement proximal to fractures;
cm-sized rip ups near base; lower 0.7 m is lower coarse
grained.

1330

1332

1334

1336

1338

Upper fine- to upper medium-grained; no grading; pebbles are
chert, quartz, and mudstone; pseudostylolites; moldic
porosity from the dissolution of mudstone pebbles.

Becomes more muddy to base.

1340

1342

PEX et al Beg
b-17-K / 94-G-1

Remarks: LOWER GETHING FORMATION
Buick Creek - Laprise Valley Fill
Core #1: 4337-4392 (Rec 54')

CORE LOG #11

3.5" core - unslabbed

GRAIN SIZE
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Finer, current rippled
4340

4345

4350

Lithic, sorting fair-poor, heterogeneous
Abund. floating granules and thin pebbly beds
- pebbles are cht/qtzite, most <1"
Mud clasts scattered throughout, most rounded, some pyritized

4355

4360

4365

4370

4375

Several swelling carb mud/sulphurous beds in basal part of core
Basal contact not preserved; abrupt lith change

4380

4385

4390

Dark grey-brown, competent

CanHunter Esso Steeprock
d-68-K / 93-P-1

Remarks: CADOMIN FORMATION
Core #7: 2596 - 2606.8 (Rec. 9.6 m)
Core #8: No Recovery
Core #9: 2606.9 - 2610.5 (Rec. 2.7 m)
Core #10: 2610.5 - 2617.4 (Rec. 5.3 m)

CORE LOG #12

4" core, slabbed
Upper, post-Cadomin siltstone and mudstone not logged

GRAIN SIZE
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Lithic, siliceous, tight

2602

2604

2606

2608

2610

2612

2614

Very poorly-sorted; pebble and matrix support, but pervasive sand
matrix restricts porosity/permeability
Pebbles cherty, multicoloured, gen. well-rounded
Pebble orientqtions chaotic - no imbrication or bedding
White clay fills limited interpebble porosity
Large pebbles fractured internally, but rock is coherent overall

CanHunter et al Cutbank
a-23-H / 93-P-8

Remarks: NIKANASSIN SANDSTONE (MINNES GROUP)
Core #4: 2230 - 2240.8 (Rec. 9.2 m)
Core #5: 2242 - 2250.4 (Rec. 6.8 m)

CORE LOG #13

3.5" core, slabbed
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Well-sorted, lithic, glassy, tight
Brittle, hockey puck aspect - few pieces >5 cm thick
2232

2234

2236

Homogeneous, as above, but massive

Sl. coarser; mud chips, coaly clasts and granules to base

2238

Stacked wave ripples
Dark grey carbonaceous mudstone; rippled sst lenses and
pinstripes

2240

2242

Like sst at top, but more heterogeneous - some finer rippled
intervals, minor slumping

2244

2246

2248

Poorer sorting, more grain size range
Very brittle, thin core pieces - bedding difficult to determine

Suncor et al Blueberry
c-32-D / 94-A-13

Remarks: BUICK CREEK FORMATION
(Minnes Group)
Core #2: 4226 - 4238 (Rec. 12')
Core #3: 4240 - 4246 (Rec. 6')
Core #4: 4246 - 4266 (Rec. 20')
Core #5: 4266 - 4284 (Rec. 17')
Core #6: 4284 - 4309 (Rec. 25')
Core #7: 4309 - 4356 (Rec. 45')
No core analysis

CORE LOG #14

GRAIN SIZE

v c mf v

cobble
pebble
granule
sand
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y
Inclined fractures at top with slickensides; pseudostylolites
throughout; silica cemented.

4230

4235
No carbonaceous material; kaolinite cement?
4240

4245

Very similar to sandstone in core 2; pebble lag at the base 3 cm-thick
with 3-5 cm blebs.
Very carbonaceous; tightly silica-cemented
Same as above; lower contact not visible.

4250

2-10mm lag ? deposit; quartz pebbles; angular contact only 3cm
thick.

4255

Upper medium to mid coarse grained; pebbles 2-10mm throughout
and cm-sized mudstone clasts.

4260

4265

4270

Coaly; lower contact not visible.
Upper fine to lower medium grained; mud rip ups in upper portion;
pseudostylolites; mud drapes on cross bed foresets 5' below the
top; more massive below.
Upper fine to lower medium grained; very similar to above; cm-sized
mudstone clasts and mud foresets in the upper 6".

4275

4280

4285

Very similar to above; lower 7' is mid medium- to upper
coarse-grained that is friable

4290

4295

4300

4305

4310

Very similar to above but slightly finer.
Quartz and coal pebbles 2-15mm in diameter; medium grained
sandstone matrix; 3" thick.

4315

4320

4325

4330

4335

4340

4345

4350

4355

Upper fine to medium grained; no particular grade; mudstone rip ups
in lower portion; coaly rip up clasts in upper portion; coarse grained
in lower portion.

AEC Tupper

d-99-I / 93-P-8

Remarks: HALFWAY FORMATION
Core #1: 2585.6 - 2592.9 (Rec. 7.05 m)
Core #2: 2592.9 - 2599.6 (Rec. 6.1 m)

CORE LOG #15

4" core, slabbed

GRAIN SIZE
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Mottled texture; lacks distinct structures
Calc. siltstone, finely laminated; brecciated at top, soft-sed. faulted
below

2588

Glassy, calcareous, tight
Patchy anhydritic cement
Quartzose, well cemented
Bedding laminae highlighted by grey partings - anhydritic laminae?

2590

2592
Heterolithic interval; soft-sediment deformation overprint

2594

2596

2598

Like sst above; grey anhydritic partings highlight low-moderate angle
cross-bedding
More heterogeneous - coarser beds, scour and fill, some graded
bedding
Trough cross-beds to base
Abund. anydritic laminae, disseminated pyrite
More heterogeneous; little well-laminated sst
Irreg. calcite blebs; abund. anhydrite

Aquitaine et al Tattoo
a-78-L / 94-O-10

Remarks: MATTSON FORMATION
Core #1: 2442-2472' (Rec. 30')
Core #2: 2472-2532' (Rec. 60')

CORE LOG #16

3.5" core, slabbed

GRAIN SIZE

v c mf v
30
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2000

Irregular deformed dolomitic/coquinoid siltstone
masses.
Abundant robust dolomitized shell fragments.
Isolated moldic porosity (shell solution).
Finely laminated, wavy/heterolithic, overprinted by
pervasive burrowing; Diplocraterion at top and base
Irregularly distributed robust brachiopod shells
Discrete loaded/deformed beds, light grey, brecciated
and fractured - prelithified?

2460

2465

2470

2475

2480

2485

2490

2495

Low porosity/permeability.
One long vertical trace, likely Diplocraterion.
Complete brachiopod shell on broken surface.
Grey, variable small scale burrowing
Wavy /lenticular bedding overprinted by pervasive
burrowing - mostly small scale, some larger vertical
burrows
Abundant robust brachiopods, many intact.
Tan and grey cast, poor permeability/porosity, not
calcareous.
Abundant coarse-v coarse sand grains (some chert?) in
basal foot
Very fine, with small % chert-rich coarser grains in
laminae highlighting cross-bedding. Upper foot sl.
argillaceous, burrowed
Basal 3' coarser, some moldic leached porosity (shell
fragments)
Some moderate reservoir quality

2500

2505

2510

2515

2520

2525

2530

Massive to vaguely low-angle planar laminated; bedding
better displayed to base where there is more lithic
contrast
- lower 5' - few green shale partings, thin flat green mud
clasts, minor shell debris

Dark apple green shade, smectitic.
More heterogeneous - burrowed aspect. Thin flat green
mud clasts appear to have been partially "digested" in
rock framework.
Gradational base, 6" heterolithic.
More heterolithic, with green shale beds and heterolithic
clasts to core diameter. Poorer reservoir - not as clean,
more cemented aspect; minor coarser sand grains.

Scurry Westcoast Ring
c-12-E / 94-I-1

Remarks: JEAN MARIE MEMBER
Core #3: 1514 - 1532 (Rec. 18.0 m)

CORE LOG #17

4" core, slabbed

TEXTURE

boundstn
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30
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2000

Dark grey, splintery, non-calcareous
Nodular grey limestone with abund. tan sandy material
Floating corals and small bivalves

1516

1518

1520

1522
Little sandy material - nodular packstone/wackestone with muddy
partings

1524

1526

1528

1530

1532

Heterolithic light grey wackestone and calc. mudstone
Nodular/loaded aspect at top, more clastic wavy-bedded
appearance to base

